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CHARACTERS FULLY RAMIFIED OVER A
NORMAL SUBGROUP
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Let H be a group and N a normal subgroup. Assume
that χ is an irreducible (complex) character of H9 and that
the restriction of χ to N is a multiple of some irreducible
character of N, say θ. Then χ^ = eθ, and e is called the
ramification index. It is easy to see that it always satisfies
e2 ^ \H:N\, and when equality holds, χ is said to be fully
ramified over N. It is this "fully ramified case" which will
be studied here in some detail. As an application of some
of the methods of this paper, we prove the following solv-
ability theorem in the last section. If H has an irreducible
character fully ramified over a normal subgroup N and if
p4 is the highest power of p dividing \H:N\ for all primes
corresponding to nonabelian Sylow p-subgroups of H/N, then
HjN is solvable.

1, Fully ramified triples* Groups of type Lr* To simplify
notation, say that (H, N, χ) is a fully ramified triple if χ is an
irreducible character of H, N is normal in H, and χ is fully ramified
over N. It has been conjectured in [13] that H/N is solvable in
this case, and some partial results in this direction appear in [12].
We extend this work in Theorem 4.5 below. It is also possible to
show that no known simple group can occur as a homomorphic image
of H/N, but we will only need to consider a few cases in this paper
(see Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3).

Since we are primarily concerned with the factor group H/N,
rather than with H itself, the following theorem (due ultimately to
I. Schur and A. H. Clifford) is extremely useful.

THEOREM 1.1. Let H be a group, N a normal subgroup, and
χ an irreducible character of H. Let θ be an irreducible constituent
of Xx, and assume χN — eθ (i.e. θ is invariant). Then, there exists
a group £Γ*, with an irreducible character χ*, and a normal subgroup
N* having a faithful irreducible character θ*, such that

χ** = eθ*

iV* is central in H*

and H/N ^ H*/N* .

Moreover, the isomorphism is "natural" in the sense that if K is
any normal subgroup of H containing N, and K*/N* corresponds
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to K/N, then:

and X%* — Wtl(ψ* +

• + ψ t)
... + ψ*),

where ψlf , ^(resp. ψ*t , -ψf) are ίfee distinct conjugates of some
irreducible constituent of χx(resp. χ£*) /w particular, (ίζ if, χ) is a
fully ramified triple if and only if (H*, K*, χ*) is a /ttiί̂ / ramified
triple.

Many other properties hold than those listed above, but they
will not be needed. A proof may be found in [9].

If (H, N, χ) is a fully ramified triple in which N is a central
subgroup, then it is easy to see that N must be the center, since
IH: N\ = χ(l)2 ^ |H: Z(H)\^\H:N\. Groups with this property have
been referred to in the literature as groups of central type, and in
view of Theorem 1.1, there is no essential difference between fully
ramified triples and groups of central type.

Lemma 2.3 (a) gives a way of constructing new fully ramified
triples from old ones. Unfortunately, these new triples need not
correspond to groups of central type, even when the original triple
does. Because of this, we state our results for triples, rather than
groups of central type.

Define a group G to be of type f.r. if G is isomorphic to H/N,
for some fully ramified triple (H9 N, χ). Groups of type f.r. have
been characterized in [12] as those groups G having a factor set a,
over the multiplicative group of complex numbers, such that the
corresponding twisted group algebra C[G]a is simple (or equivalently,
has center = C). We shall have no occasion to use this character-
ization here.

The next theorem may be used to construct examples of fully
ramified triples. It will not be needed in any of the later sections,
but it does restrict the kinds of properties that hold in groups of
type f.r. In particular, if & is any property of groups which is
inherited by subgroups, then the existence of any solvable group
not satisfying & implies the existence of a (solvable) group of type
f.r. not satisfying ^ .

In the following, π(K) denotes the set of prime divisors of the
order of K.

THEOREM 1.2. Let G be any solvable group. Then there is a
fully ramified triple (H, Z, χ) with G isomorphic to a subgroup of
H/Z. Furthermore, such a triple may be chosen with π(H) = π(Z) =
π(G), 1 faithful, Z"= Z(H) and \Z\ square-free.
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Proof. Choose M <\G with \G: M\ = p, a prime. By induction,
there is a fully ramified triple (K, Z(K), ζ) with ζ faithful, M iso-
morphic to a subgroup of K/Z(K), π(K) = π(Z(K)) = π(M), and \Z{K)\
squarefree. If p J( \K\, replace (K, Z(K), ζ) by (K x C, Z(K) x C, ζ φ λ),
where C is a cyclic group of order p, and λ is a faithful linear
character of C. We may therefore assume τc(K) = π(Z(K)) = ττ(G).
Let

W={(zlf .-.,zP)eZ(K)x .

Then W S ^ ( ^ x ί x x -ίQ, and we may form the quotient

E Γ = (Kx . . . x

Let η = ζ >$< >£ ζ e Irr (K x - x K), and note that W = ker 57, so
we may view ηelτr(U). It is easy to check that Z(U) — (Z(K) x
. . . x Z(K))IW, and η{l)2 - |U: Z(U)\. Also Z(Ϊ7) ~ Z(K), so its order
is square-free and π(U) = 7r(G).

Let <δ> be a cyclic group of order p. Fix an element zeZ(K)
of order p, and construct an automorphism a of U x (b) as follows:

((xlt x2, , «p) TΓ, 60 - ί U ((̂ a?,,, a?i, a?2, , xP-d W, b*) ,

for xl9 , xp 6 if and 0 <̂  i < p. It is easy to check that a is well
defined, and is an automorphism of order p. Using this automorphism,
construct the usual semi-direct product H = (U x <6»X1 (a). Notice
Z(H) - Z(U).

Extend ^6lrr(C7x <δ» so that ker η = <δ>. Now <δ> is not
normalized by α, so yj is not an invariant character. It follows that
χ = ηH is irreducible, and ker χ — Core#«6» = 1.

Now:

χ(iγ = (p9(i))« = ^(1)1 = p»|l7: Z(EOI = l-ff: ^(H)l »

so (H, Z(H), χ) is a fully ramified triple. By construction, π(G) —
π(H) = π(Z(H)), and \Z{H)\ is square-free.

It remains only to check that G is isomorphic to a subgroup
of H/Z(H). From the construction of H, the group H/Z(H) is iso-
morphic to the direct product of a cyclic group of order p (generated
by the image of 6 in H/Z(H)) with the wreath product (K/Z(K)) I (a).
As M is isomorphic to a subgroup of K/Z(K), it follows MZ (a) is
isomorphic to a subgroup of (K/Z(K)) 2 <α>. Finally, G^MZ (G/M) s
Af 2 <α>, and this completes the proof. (Elementary properties of the
wreath product which were used may be found in [8]. See especially
pp. 98-99).
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2 Restriction to normal subgroups* Let (if, Z, χ) be a fully
ramified triple, and K a normal subgroup of H containing Z. More
can be said about the irreducible constituents of χκ than is already
contained in Clifford's theorem. The explicit statement is Lemma 2.3
below.

We begin first with a lemma describing what happens when K
is not assumed to be normal. If a and β are characters of the same
group, write a <̂  /9(or β ;> a) if β — a is zero or a character.

LEMMA 2.1. Let (H, Z, χ) be a fully ramified triple and let L
be a subgroup of H containing Z. Write

for positive integers au •••, at and distinct irreducible characters ζ19

•••, ζt of L. Let Θ denote the unique irreducible constituent of χz

so that χz = eθ and e2 = \H: Z\. Let b, = \L: Z\at/e fori = l,- , t.
Then:

(a) eθL = \L:Z\χL.
(b) ΘL = Σ i = 1 b£f In particular, e\\L: Z\at for i = 1, , t.
(c) ζiZ = bβ and ζf = α,χ for i = 1, , t.

(d) ΣUαJ=|J5Γ:L | α τ M i Σ U i δ ϊ = | i : ^ | .
(e) Suppose t = 1. ϊ%ew (L, ϋΓ, d) is α /uίZί/ ramified triple,

and χL = α^d, lί Miβ ζf = α :χ, wit t αj = |£Γ: L | . Suppose additionally
that L <\ H. Then {H, L, χ) is a fully ramified triple.

Proof. Since eχ = ΘH, the character χ vanishes off of Z. But
(eθL)z = e\L: Z\θ == \L: Z\χz. Thus (a) holds. Conclusion (b) is
immediate from (a) and the definition of the coefficients b%. Now
ζiz ^ Xz = eθ. By Frobenius reciprocity, ζiZ = bβ. Similarly, ζf <Ξ
ΘH = eχ, and ζf - α,χ.

Now (χL)H = \H: L\χ as both sides vanish on H — Z, while on
Z they equal \H:L\eθ. Also {ΘL)Z = \L: Z\θ holds, again because
0 is invariant. We conclude,

and

proving (d).
When ί = 1, then (b), (c) and (d) imply conclusion (e).
A slight variation of the next lemma appears in [12], but is
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given here for completeness.

LEMMA 2.2. Let (H, Z, χ) be a fully ramified triple, and let L
be a Hall π-subgroup of H for some set π of primes. Thus, LZjZ
is a Hall π-subgroup of H/Z. Write χz = eθ where θ e Irr (Z), e2 =
\H: Z\. Then χLZ is a multiple of some unique irreducible character,
say ζ, of LZ, and (LZ, Z, ζ) is a fully ramified triple. If Z —
Z(H), then (L, L Π Z, ζL) is also a fully ramified triple.

Proof. Let χLZ — Σ<=i &iC< as in Lemma 2.1, with LZ in place
of L. Write e = eπe*, where e\ = \LZ: Z\ and el = \H: LZ\. By
Lemma 2.1 (6), exex,\\LZ: Z\ax. Therefore eκ,\al9 and in particular,
eπ, <; αx. Now use the first equation from Lemma 2.1 (d):

Σα]= \H\LZ\ - el ^ a\ .

Thus ί = 1 and the character ζ = d is the only irreducible constituent
of XLZ- Lemma 2.1(e) shows that {LZ, Z, ζ) is a fully ramified triple.

Finally, if Z is central, then LZ = L x Zx where Zx is an abelian
π' group. Thus ζL is irreducible and ζ(l)2 = \LZ: Z\ = \L:LΓiZ\.
Also (ζL)znz = C(1)̂ LΠZ so (L, 1/ Π ̂ , ζL) is a fully ramified triple, and
the proof is complete.

If p is a prime and G is a group, let Sylp(G) denote the set of
Sylow ^-subgroups of G. Also, for any integer n, let nv denote the
p-part of n.

LEMMA 2.3. Let (H, Z, X) be a fully ramified triple with Z =
Z(H) and let K be a normal subgroup of H containing Z. Let R
be a subgroup of H containing Z with R/ZeSγlp(H/Z), and let ζ
be the unique irreducible constituent of χR guaranteed by Lemma
2.2. Write

XK = a(τx + + τt)

where the r* and σά are the distinct conjugates of an irreducible con-
stituent of χκ and ζmκ respectively. As in Clifford's theorem, choose
the unique ψ1 e Irr {^Hi?χ() and ψx 6 Irr G^B(0Ί)) with

and

ψι = C, (ti

Then:
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(a) a2t = IH: K\ and b2s = \R: R f] K\. Moreover, ( ^ f a ) , K, ψ,)
and (0^(0^), R f) K, ψλ) are both fully ramified triples.

(b) b = dp, s = ίp, r^ljp = σ^l) and under suitable ordering,

(c) jff contains a subgroup T containing K which satisfies \ H:
T\ = s, TΓ\R = tΛfa) and TR = H.

(d) If H/K is a simple group, then Core^ (^5(0Ί)) is either R
or Rf]K.

Proof, (a) By Lemma 2.1 (d), \H:K\ = aΠ. Now,

aH =\H:K\ = \H: ^ ( r x ) | | ^ ( r θ : J5Γ| - ί | ^ ( τ θ : K\

so α2 = \^H(zfr K\. Also (ψ^)* = ατx and this means that
K, ψi) is a fully ramified triple. The rest of (a) now follows by
applying the above to the fully ramified triple (R, Z, ζ).

(b) By Lemma 2.1 (b), there are integers u and v so that θmκ =
u{σ1 + + σ8), while Θκ — v(τ1 + + τt). Hence, there are non-
negative integers alf •••, at so that

: Σ<

Now, ( τ ^ π , ̂  χβn, - (χR)Rf]K = (\H: RnζRf]K = \H: R\*b(σx + • +
σ8). (The second equality follows from Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.1
(e).) Hence, there are nonnegative integers bu ••-,&* so t h a t

(^I)RΠK = Σ hσi

Comparing degrees: \K: R Π ίΓlσ^l) = (Σa^τ^ΐ) and

r,(l) -

The second equation implies ^ ( l J I r ^ l ) and thus, τ^ty/σ^ΐ) divides
\K:RΠK\ by the first equation. But σL(l) is a power of p and
|JSΓ: Rf) K\ is prime to p. It now follows that τ^l)? = ̂ (1).

From (a) we have a2t = | JET: JBΓ| and b2s = |i2: Z | . As |JB: Z | is
the order of a Sylow p-subgroup of HjK, we get a% = 62s. We
have already derived that χ^n^ = \H: R\1/2b(σι + ••• + σ.)- Since
%x = tt(Γi + + τt)> we have by comparing degrees:

Equating p parts:

bsσ^ΐ) = aptpT^p .

But ^(1)^ = (J^l), so aptp = bs. We already had a% = b2s, so αp =
b and ίp = β.
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The group ^ ( 0 \ ) stabilizes σι and acts on the set of irreducible
constituents of σf = Σa^τ^ As R Π K is contained in ^H{^%) for all
i, it follows that all orbits of ^ ( O Ί ) on {τlf " ,τ t} have p-power
size. Clearly at = % if τ f and τ,- lie in the same orbit, and we may
write 0"? = Σ - α s,(Σπe^)> where the outer sum extends over all
orbits, and a^ is the common value of α̂  for any τt e έ?.

Comparing degrees, | K: K Π R \ σ^l) = (ΣΛ a^ \ έ? 1)^(1). Now ^(1) =
τx{l)P and | JRΓ: iΓ Γi i?| is prime to p, so Σac | ^ | E£ O(modp). Thus,
there exists an orbit & with α ^ | ^ | Ξ£ 0(mod p). But this means
&> = {r, } for some y, and α, =£ 0 (so that τό ^ σf). Choose notation
so that Tj = rx. Hence ^ is invariant under ^R(p^), and thus

From (a), M^fa), K, ψ,) is a fully ramified triple, so a\ is the order
of a Sylow p-subgroup of ^H{τ^/K. Now |^(0" i ) : R Π K\ = ¥ = a2

p^
I P ^ f o ) Π i£)i£: i£| = | ^ ( r , ) Π JB: JB Π K\. But we had

so equality holds, and this completes the proof of (b). In fact the
last argument shows slightly more, namely

(c) Let N = NH(R Π K). As (R Π ίΓ)/Ze Sylp (if/Z), the Frattini
argument yields NK — H. Now N acts on the irreducible constituents
of ^ n i r . Hence N permutes the set {σl9 •••, σs}. Now i2 £ N and
-B acts transitively on this set, so N acts transitively. Clearly,
R Π K is in the kernel of this action. Moreover, (AT Π K)/(R Γ) i£) is
a normal subgroup of iV/(u! Π K) having order prime to p. The set
of characters therefore breaks up into k distinct N Π i£-orbits, each
containing I elements where l\ \NΠ K: R Π K\ so (p, I) = 1. But s =
kl is a power of #>, so I — 1 and k = s. This means iVΠ i ί is con-
tained in the kernel of the action. Hence S = -̂̂ SC î) contains N Π
K and has index s in AT. Thus, Γ = SK has index s in H, and ΓJ? =
H is clear. Finally T n . R ^ S n i 2 = ^ f o ) .

(d) In the notation of (c), N/(N f] K) ~ H/K and so N/(Nf)K)
is simple. We may assume s > 1, in which case N acts transitively
on {σl9 σs} with kernel N Γ\ K. Core^ (^(tfO) is contained in the
kernel, so Core^ p ^ ( σ θ ) S; R Π (N Π K) = R 0 K.

The following consequence of Lemma 2.3 generalizes a theorem
appearing in [11].

COROLLARY 2.4. Let (H, Z, χ) be a fully ramified triple. If Z S
K <\ H and χ is induced from a character on K, then H/K is solvable.
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In particular, if K is solvable, then so is H.

Proof. Continuing with the above notation, let χκ = a(τ1 + .. +
τt). Then t = \H: ̂ ( Ό l = \H:K\ = a2tf so a = 1. By the previous
lemma, H/K possesses a subgroup of index tp for every prime divisor
of t. The solvability of H/K now follows by Philip HalPs theorem
(see p. 662 of [8]).

A special case of the next result appears as Theorem 5 of [12].
It is extremely useful in showing that many simple groups do not
occur as homomorphic images of groups of type f.r.

THEOREM 2.5. Suppose (H, Z, χ) is a fully ramified triple, ZS
K <| H and G = H/K. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and assume
P is cyclic. Then P has a p-complement M in G. If G is simple,
we also have:

(a) The prime p is unique, i.e., all other Sylow q-subgroups for
q Φ p are non-cyclic.

(b) P is a self-centralizing T.I. set in G.
(c) G acts doubly transitively on the cosets of M.

Proof. By Theorem 1.1, and the remarks following that theorem,
we may assume Z — Z(G), so that Lemma 2.3 becomes applicable.
Let R/ZeSγ\p(H/Z), and let ζ, σlf — -,σ8, and τu •• , r ί be as in
Lemma 2.3. Now ̂ ( ^ Ί ) has a character which is fully ramified over
R Π K, and the factor group ^R{a^/R Π K is cyclic. Thus, all irre-
ducible constituents of σi%j^(σχ)f including the fully ramified one, are
extensions of σx. (See p. 54 of [3].) This can only happen if ^B(σ^ —
R Π K, so s = \R/(R Π K)\ = \P\. (This could also be seen by apply-
ing Theorem 1.1 to the group ^R{σ,).) By Lemma 2.3 (c), H/K = G
has a subgroup M of index s, and this is clearly a ^-complement in
G. Suppose now G is simple. If a Sylow g-subgroup, say Q, of G
is cyclic for some other prime q, then Q acts faithfully on the \P\
cosets of M, so that \Q\ < \P\. Interchanging the roles of P and
Q yields \Q\ > \P\, and this contradication establishes (a).

To prove that P is a self-centralizing T.L set in G, it suffices to
show CaiΩ^P)) = P. Let C = C^Ω^P)). As P Π M = 1 and PM = G,
we have C = P(C i l l ) , so that C Π M is a p-complement in C.
Now NC(P) acts on P and centralizes Ω^P), and hence centralizes
P by Fitting's lemma (see p. 178 of [6]). But then by Burnside's
transfer theorem (see p. 419 of [8], also p. 252 of [6]), C has a
normal p-complement, which must be C Π M. Now G — CM and C Π M
is normal in C, so the normal closure of C Π M is contained in M.
Hence, C Γ) M £ (C Γ) M)G = 1, as G is simple. Thus C = P, proving
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(b).
If \P\ = p, then G must be doubly transitive on the cosets of

M by a theorem of Burnside's (see p. 609 of [8]). If \P\> P, then
P is a jB-group (p. 65 of [15]) and it suffices to show that G is pri-
mitive on the cosets of M. Suppose G is not primitive, so there
exists a subgroup L with M < L < G. But then 1 < Pf] L and
P Π L is normalized by P. Since G = PL, it follows that the normal
closure of P Π 1/ is contained in Z,, contradicting the simplicity of G.
(This last assertion can also be proved by considering the Brauer
tree of the principal p-block of G. It can be proved that the principal
character can be connected only to a nonexceptional character, and
the double transitivity follows.)

3. Special elements* Let (H, Z, χ) be a fully ramified triple,
and let K be a normal subgroup of H containing Z. Also, let ξ
denote an irreducible constituent of χκ. Information about the group
H/K was obtained in the previous section by considering the possible
indices for the inertia group of 6. In this section, we obtain infor-
mation about the group K/Z by considering elements of K at which
ξ does not vanish (for all possible ξ). Under the right conditions,
K/Z will have a proper normal subgroup. The main application of
the methods of this section are contained in Corollary 3.6.

The following concept first appears in [5], and a slight variation
of it appears in [9].

DEFINITION. Let N<]G, and let irelτγ(N) be invariant under
G. For every x, yeG with [x, y] = x~xy~xxy e N, define the complex
number {{x, y} as follows. Extend | to f on <JV, y). Now x nor-
malizes the group (N, y), and fixes ψ, so φ* is another extension of
ψ. It follows that ψx = Xψ, where λ is a linear character of <JV, y)
with N in its kernel. Moreover, λ is uniquely determined, i.e., is
independent of the choice of the extension ψ. Define ({x, y)) to be X(y).

The definition above of course depends on ψ. Properties of the
map ({,)) may be found in [9]. In particular, ((x, y} is multiplicative
in x and y whenever it is defined, and ((x, y} = ((y, x}'1 if ({#, y} is
defined.

We are now ready to define special elements.

DEFINITION. Let N<]G and ψeΙrτ(N), with ψ invariant in G.
Let {(,)) be defined as above. Say that g£ G is special if {{x, g} = 1,
for all x satisfying xNeCG/N(gN).

If g is special, then so is every conjugate of g, and every element
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the of the coset gN. We may therefore speak of the special classes
of G/N. The following theorem and its proof appear in [5].

THEOREM 3.1. Let N<\G and ψ e Irr (N) be G-ίnvariant. Define
special conjugacy classes of G/N as indicated above. Then, the
number of distinct irreducible constituents of ψG is the same as the
number of special classes of G/N.

Because of Theorem 1.1, the case that N^Z(G)f and ψ is a
faithful linear character of N, deserves to be singled out. In this
case, the computation of {(x, y}, for x, y eG with [x, y] e N, becomes
easier to carry out: Let ψ be an extension of ψ to (N, y). This
is an abelian group, so ψ is linear. Moreover, ψx = Xψ for λ e Irr «ΛΓ,
y)) with AΓgkerλ. All characters appearing in this equation are
linear, and so we may solve for λ: λ = ψ"1^.

Evaluating at y yields:

(x, y)) = X(y) = ψ

T h u s ({x, y} = ψ([x, y]), f o r a l l x , yeG w i t h [x, y] e N. A s f i s
faithful, we may identify <(,)} with [,], defined for all pairs of ele-
ments satisfying [x, y] e N. In particular, it is easy to see that x e
G is special if and only if CG(x) — CG(xN mod N).

The following easy consequence of Theorem 3.1 will be useful
later:

COROLLARY 3.2. Let (Hy Z, χ) be a fully ramified triple. Then
H\Z contains no self-centralizing cyclic subgroups, unless H = Z.

Proof. As usual, we may assume Z = Z(H), and then we may
identify <(,)) with [,]. If θ is the unique constituent of χz, then χ is
the unique constituent of ΘH. By Theorem 3.1, there is only one special
class of H/Z, and this must be the class of the identity element.
Suppose (gZ) is a self-centralizing subgroup of H/Z. Then [x, g] e
Z implies xe {Z, g), and since this last group is abelian, [x, g] = 1.
But then g is special, and since Γ is the only special class of H/Z>
it follows that geZ. Hence,

H = CH{g) a <Λ Z) = Z , so H = Z .

LEMMA 3.3. Let ψelττ(N), where N<]G and f is faithful.
Assume iVg Z(G), so that ψ is invariant in G, and special elements
of G are defined. Let χ be a constituent of ψG. If g is not special,
then χ(g) = 0.
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Proof. For g not special, there exists x e G with [x, g]e N and

\x, g] Φ 1. Since χ is a class function:

x(g) = χ{χ~xgχ) = χ{gg'ιχ~ιgχ) = χ(g[g, x]) = x(gW([g, x]),

where the last equality follows from the fact that [g, x] is represented
as a scalar matrix, with scalar ψ([g, x]), in any representation affording
χ. But φ([g, x]) Φ 1, as ψ is faithful, so χ(g) = 0.

When N £ Z(G) and ^ is a faithful character of N, the following
gives a stronger relation between constituents of ψG and the special
classes of G/N than is already implied in Theorem 3.1.

THEOREM 3.4. Let N £ Z(G) and ψeIrτ(N)f with ψ faithful,
and let χu •••, χm δβ the distinct irreducible constituents of ψG. Let
9u "', Qm, be any m elements of G. Then, the matrix {χ%{g3)) is non-
singular if and only if gu , gm represent the m distinct special
classes of GIN.

Proof. (Only if) If (χ ι(^J )) is nonsingular, then certainly for
every j , the jth column is nonzero. By the previous lemma, this
means that gd is special. Let — denote the natural map from G to G/N.
We need to check that gl9 — ,gm lie in distinct conjugacy classes.
Suppose gt is conjugate to g3 . Then x~ιgtx = ngj9 for some x e G and
n e N. Then, for every k:

Xk(9t) = Xhix^QiV) = Xk(ngd) = Ψ(n)χk{gj) ,

so that the ί-th and i-th columns of the matrix differ by the scalar
multiple ψ(n). This can only happen if i = j , and we are done with
this half of the theorem.

(If) Suppose gu , gm represent the m distinct special conjugacy
classes of G/N. Again let - denote the map G —> G/N. Then,

geG

= (V\G\) Σ τ
g special

m

= (i/|G|)Σ Σ
v=i g~gu

= (1/1 G|) Σ |G: Cd(gy)\ • \N\ • xάMg:1)

The third equality follows from Lemma 3.3, and the last follows
from the fact that χι(g)χj(g~1) is constant on cosets of N. We there-
fore have:

m

δti = (jN\/\G\) Σ ZiO/JIG: C-g{g,)\Ug^) .
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Writing this last identity in matrix form:

I = (I N\l\ GDfofo)) diag (| G: C~G

where / is the m x m identity matrix. Hence, (&(#;)) is nonsingular,
and we are done.

THEOREM 3.5. Let {H, Z{H), χ) be a fully ramified triple with
χ faithful. Let Z = Z(H) § K <] H and let R be a subgroup of H
containing Z with R/Z eSylp(H/Z). Finally, let θ be unique consti-
tuent of χz, and gl9 •••, g8 be representatives of the distinct special
classes of (R f] K)jZ, computed with respect to θ. Then:

(a) The s\Z\ elements, zgif for zeZ and l ^ i ^ s , are all
special in K, and lie in distinct conjugacy classes of K.

(b) If ge R f] K is a special element of K, then g is special in
RΓ\K. In particular, g is R Γ\ K-conjugate to a unique element of
the form zgt.

(c) If g, he R f) K and g is special in R Π K, then g ~κh implies
9 h

REMARK. The above implies that there is a natural correspondence
between conjugacy classes of special elements in R Π K and conjugacy
classes of special elements of K which meet R Π K. The correspon-
dence is given by £? H* £^K, where Sf is a conjugacy class of R Π
K consisting of special elements, and £fκ is the unique class of K
containing £f. The inverse is given by ^£ \-+ ^ f)(Rf)K), where

is a class of special elements of K which meets R Π K.

Proof of Theorem 3.5. Following the notation of Lemma 2.3,
let σlf •• , σ s and τu ---9τt be the distinct irreducible constituents
°f XROK and χκ respectively. We know there are s constituents
of XBΠK because there are s special classes in (R ΓΊ K)/Z. Let
Z[Tu •", τA denote the additive subgroup of the character ring of
K generated by τlf •• , τ ί , and similarly define Z[σlf •• ,σ β ] . Let
r denote the restriction map from Z[τu •• , r ί ] to Z[σu , σs].
Since χRf]K = {XR)RΪMC, it is clear that r maps Z[τlf , τt] into Z[σlf , σ j .
Reducing coefficients mod P, we have the following commutative
diagram:

r
I

-, σβ]

~ ,τt] >Z,[σlt •••, ffj

Now R acts on {τu •• ,τt}, and because Rf\K<\R, R acts on
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fa, # ,0" } The group R Π K is contained in the kernel of both
actions, so the p-group R/(R Γ) K) acts on both sets. This action may
be extended in the natural way to each of the four additive groups
above, so that each such group is an R/(R Π K)-moάxύe. The second
row of groups may be viewed as ZP[R/(R Π K)]-modules. All maps in
the above diagram are R/(R Π i£>homomorphisms. Since R/(R Π K) is
a p-group acting transitively on {σlf , σ8}, the module ZP[σh , σ8]
contains a unique maximal submodule M — {11^^^ e Zp and Σli — 0}.

As in the (b) part of Lemma 2.3, write

= Σ My -

As Γj(l)p = 0i(l), it follows that Σb5 Ξ£ Omodp. Hence

where bj denotes the residue class of bj mod p. Since r is a Zj,[i2/(i2 Π
ίΓ)]-map, it follows that r is surjective.

Now define the t x s matrix B = (bi3) as follows:

r{τ%) = (rjan* - Σ δtΛ

Let 5 = (&ί:, ) be the matrix 5 with all entries reduced mod p. Then
B is the matrix of r using the natural bases. Thus B, and hence
B itself, has rank s. Now

where fa^ )) is nonsingular by Theorem 3.4, and 5 has rank s. Thus,
{Ti{gQ)) has rank s, so that its columns are linearly independent. This
means that gu •••, gs represent distinct special classes in K/Z.

We now have to check that there is no K-ίusion among the
elements zgt. Suppose zgi~κz'gj- The above implies that i = j .
Now choose τk so that τk(gt) Φ 0. Then

θ(z)τk(gt) = Γ ^ Λ ) = τk(z'gt) = θ(z')τk(gί) ,

and so θ(z) = θ(z'). But θ is faithful because χ is, and so 2 = z'.
This proves (a).

Now suppose g e R Γ) K and # is special in K. We have just
shown that glf , g8 represent distinct (special) conjugacy classes
in K/Z. We may therefore find {x2, , $.} S {&, •••fir,} such that
g = xifxif , cc8 represent distinct con jugacy classes in JBΓ/Z, so that
the t x s matrix fafe)) has rank s, by Theorem 3.4. Now (̂ (α?/)) =
B(ffi(Xj)), and this equation implies that the s x s matrix (σ^x,)) is
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non-singular. By Theorem 3.4 again, xλ = g is special in R Π K.
Hence g is conjugate in R Π K to some element of the form zgt.
Uniqueness of this element is clear, as these elements are not fused
in K even. This proves (b).

Suppose now g, h e R Π K, g is special in R Π K and g ~κ h. By (a)
above, g is special in K and hence so is h. However, he R Π K, so
by (b) above, h is special in R Π K. From (b) again, g and h are
conjugate in R Π K to elements of the form zgt and zrgό respectively,
for some z, z'e Z and 1 ^ i, j ^ s. Hence zgt ~κz'gj, and from (a)
we get z = z\ i = j . Thus, # and Λ, are fused in R Π K, completing
the proof of (c).

As an application of the above non-fusion theorem, we have:

COROLLARY 3.6. Let (H, Z, χ) be a fully ramified triple. Let
K = OP(H)Z, and assume that a Sylow p-subgroup of K/Z is abelian.
Then (if, K, χ) is a fully ramified triple, and for ψ the unique
constituent of χκ, the triple (K, Z, ψ) is fully ramified.

Proof. By applying Theorem 1.1, we may assume Z = Z(H) and
that χ is faithful. Let R/Ze SylP (H/Z), and let τl9 •• , r t and σu

• , σs be as in Lemma 2.3. Then t = s as | H: K\ is a power of p.
If t = 1, this means that (H, Kf χ) is a fully ramified triple, and
hence so is (K, Z, τ3), and we are done.

Suppose then t = s > 1. Let JV = NK(R ΓΊ iί), and let—denote
the natural map K-+K/Z. Thus N = NT,(R Π if). Since s > 1, there
is an element g e R f] K which is special in R Π K and # g ^ . If x e
N, then gxeRΓ\K, and clearly g~κg

x. By Theorem 3.5 (c), #* is
conjugate in R f] K to g. But i? Π K is abelian, so <?x = g, and this
shows:

However, this implies OP(H)Z = OP(K)Z < K, (see p. 253 of [6]).
Thus, the case s > 1 leads to a contradiction, and the corollary is
proved.

4* A solvability theorem* The final theorem of this section is
a solvability theorem for certain groups of type f.r. In order to
prove that theorem, it is first necessary to show that certain groups
do not occur as homomorphic images of groups of type f.r.

LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a simple subgroup of A9 (the alternating
group on 9 letters). Then G is not a homomorphic image of a group
of type f.r.
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Proof. Suppose G is such a homomorphic image. Now | G | divides
9 8 7 6.5 4 3 = 26.34.5 7.

Suppose 5 I \G\. By Theorem 2.5 with p = 5, we get G ̂  Aδ, and
so G = Aδ. This contradicts Theorem 2.5 (a), and so 5 | | G | . By
Burnside's paqb theorem (see p. 131 of [6]), π(G) = {2, 3, 7}. Hence,
7 I |G|, and using Theorem 2.5 with p = 7, we get G ^ A7. Thus \G\
divides 7 6 4 3 = 23 32 7, as 5 | | G | .

Using Theorem 2.5 (a) again, a Sylow 3-subgroup of G cannot be
cyclic. We therefore have |G| = 2J'-32-7, for some j . By Burnside's
transfer theorem, P < NG(P) ^ NAγ(P), where Pis a Sylow 7-subgroup
of G. This last group has order 21, so | NG(P) = 21. By Sylow's
theorem, 2J" 3 = 1 mod 7, and this is the final contradiction.

The next fact which is needed is a purely number theoretic
statement, due to G. D. Birkhoff and H. S. Vandiver, which first
appeared about the turn of the century.

LEMMA 4.2. Let a and n be integers both greater than one.
Then, except for the following two cases, there exists a prime divisor
p of (an — 1), satisfying p \ (αm — 1) for all m with 1 g m < n:

(I) n = 2 and a is a Mersenne number, i.e. a + 1 is a power of 2.
(II) n = 6 and a = 2.

A proof of the above lemma for n ^ 3 may be found in [1],
where, in fact, a more general version is given. Of course, the case
n = 2 is a triviality.

The above lemma is extremely useful, when used in conjunction
with Theorem 2.5, in eliminating known simple groups from occuring
as factor groups of groups of type f .r. However, in this section, we
shall only need the following:

LEMMA 4.3. Let PSL (2, pn) <; X <; PΓL (2, pn), where pis a prime,
and p% Ξ> 4. Then X is not the homomorphic image of any group
of type f.r.

Proof. We first note that PSL (2, p%) can have no subgroup of
index qa Φ 1, where qa is a prime power less than pn. This is true
because PSL (2, pn) contains a proper subgroup of index m < pn, only
in the case pn = 9 and m = 6 (see p. 214 of [8]). This proves the
statement, as 6 is not a prime power.

Suppose X is a homomorphic image of H/Z, where (H, Z, χ) is
a fully ramified triple. Let K be the kernel of this homomorphism,
and S the inverse image of PSL (2, pn). Then, Z S K S S £ H, where
K and S are normal in Hf H/K ~ X and S/K s PSL (2, pn). Clearly,
\H: S\ divides 2n, as |PΓL (2, p ): PSL (2, pn)\ = n(2, p - 1).
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Suppose there exists a prime q satisfying the following conditions:
( i ) g | |PSL(2,p )|
(ii) qΦp
(iii) q is odd
(iv) 1 + pn is not a power of q
(v) q\n.

Then q divides exactly one of (pn + 1) or (pn — 1), as q is odd, and
a Sylow g-subgroup of S/K is cyclic of order < p% by (iv). By (v),
a Sylow ^-subgroup of S/K is also one for H/K, implying that H/K
has a g-complement, by Theorem 2.5. But then S/iΓ also has a
g-complement, contradicting the first paragraph.

We now prove, under the hypothesis pn ^ 4, a prime # can always
be chosen satisfying (i)-(v) above.

Suppose q is an odd prime dividing pn — 1, but not dividing pm — 1
for any m < n (iί n = 1, this last condition is vacuously true). Clearly,
q satisfies (i)-(iv) above. Now q divides pq~ι — 1, forcing n ^ q — 1,
so that q also satisfies (v). In particular, we are done if n — 1,
unless p — 1 is a power of 2. If % > 1, then Lemma 4.2 is applicable
(with p in place of α), and any prime satisfying the conclusion of
that lemma also satisfies (i)-(v) above. This brings us to one of the
following cases:

(a) n = 1 and p — 1 is a power of 2
(b) n — 2 and p + 1 is a power of 2
(c) w = 6 and p = 2.
We consider these cases in turn.

Case (a). Since p% ^ 4, it follows that p + 1 is even, and is not
a power of 2. Any odd prime divisor of p + 1 satisfies (i)-(v) above,
and we are done in this case.

Case (b). Since p2 + 1 is twice an odd number, in this case, let
q be an odd prime divisor of p2 + 1. Again, it is readily checked
that q satisfies (i)-(v) above.

Case (c). Here |PSL (2, pn)\ = 65-64-63, and the prime q = 5
satisfies the five conditions above.

Let (H, Z, χ) be a fully ramified triple, and assume that H/Z
has an abelian Sylow p-subgroup for some prime p. We saw in the
previous section (Corollary 3.6) that (Hf OP(H)Z, χ) is also a fully
ramified triple. This suggests the following definition:

DEFINITION. Let Q be a p-group of type f.r. Say that Q is
reductive if, for every fully famified triple (H, Z, χ) with Q isomorphic
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to a Sylow p-subgroup of H/Z, the triple (H, OP(H)Z, χ) is fully
ramified.

By the remarks preceeding the definition, an abelian p-group of
type f.r. is reductive. In the following lemma, we extend slightly
the class of reductive ^-groups of type f.r. The author is unaware
of an example of p-group of type f.r. which fails to have this pro-
perty. We use the classification of groups with dihedral Sylow 2-
subgroups in the case p = 2 of the following.

LEMMA 4.4. Let Q be a p-group of order p* and of type f.r.
Then Q is reductive.

Proof. Suppose Q is a p-group of order p4 which is of type f.r.,
but which is not reductive. Then, there exists a fully ramified triple
(H, Z, χ) with a Sylow p-subgroup of H/Z isomorphic to Q, such that
the triple (H, OP(H)Z, χ) is not fully ramified. By Theorem 1.1, we
may assume Z= Z(H). Let K = OP(H)Z and let R/Ze SγlP(H/Z).
Now K < H as (Hf K, χ) is not a fully ramified triple. By Corollary
3.6, (R Π K)/Z is a non-abelian p-group, and so has order ^ p3. This
forces \(RΠK)/Z\ = p3 and \H:K\= p. Let C/Z = ((R n K)/Z)' = Z
((.#(1 K)/Z). Using Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 3.1, there are p special
classes of (R Π K)/Z. Suppose that some element, say g, of C — Z
is special. As gZ is central in (R Π K)/Z, we get [g, Rf]K]^ Z.
But g is special, and this means [gy R Π K) = 1, so g e Z(R Γ\K). It
is clear that 1, g, g2, •••, gv~x represent the p distinct special classes
in (JR Π K)/Z. Let x e R Π K — C. Then x is not special. However,
C^κ)ίz{xZ) = (xZ, C/Z) S CRς]K(x)/Z S C^κ)lz(xZ). This contradicts
the fact that x is not special, and proves that the only special element
of (R Π K)/Z which lies in C/Z is the identity.

Consider now the case that p is odd. Let N = NK(R Π K) so that
N = N/Z = Njt(R Π K). As p is odd, (i2 n K)/Z is a regular p-group,
being of class 2. It follows from the Hall-Wielandt theorem (see p.
447 of [8]), that N controls p-transfer, i.e., OP(K) Π N = OP(N). As
(^(IΓ/Z) = £/Z, we will obtain a contradiction by proving that OP(N) < N.

Let V denote the transfer homomorphism from N/Z into (R Π
The map V is computed by

- Π (tgt~ι)C , for g 6 Λ Π
teT

where T is a right transversal for ϋ? Π K in ^ . (We used the fact
that R Π K <\ N.) Now let g be any special element of RΓ\ K with
£ g Z. Thus βr g C, from above. For any t e N, tgt~ι is R Π ̂ -conjugate
to flr, by the last part of Theorem 3.5. Thus, tgt~ιC = ̂ C for all t e
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T, and V(gZ) = (#C)|Γ1 = g^'-R^C. As \N: R Γ) K\ is_ prime to p, we
have geN keτV. This yields the contradiction 0p(N) < N, and we
are done if p is odd.

Suppose now p = 2. Then (iϋ Π i£)/i? is non-abelian of order 8,
and a nonidentity special elemet, say gZ, of (R Π K)/Z does not lie
in C/Z.

Consider first the case that (R Π K)/Z is the quaternion group.
Again, if N = NK(R Π K), the element gZ can only be conjugate to
g~ιZ_ in N/Z. This implies N/Cχ(E7γK) is a 2-group. Clearly,
Nκ(S)/Cκ(S) is a 2-group for all S < RITE, as S is cyclic. Thus, K
has a normal 2-complement by Frobenius' theorem (see p. 253 of [6]).
This contradicts O\K)Z = K, forcing (R f] K)/Z to be the dihedral
group of order 8.

From the classification of groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups,
and the fact that O2(K/Z) = K/Z, it follows that K/Z has a factor
group isomorphic to F, where PSL (2, pn) ^ Y <: PΓL (2, p%) for some
odd prime power pn Φ 3, or Y = A7. From this, it follows that iΓ/Z
has exactly one chief factor isomorphic to the simple group S, where
S = PSL (2, pΛ), o r S = A7. Therefore, H/Z has a chief factor iso-
morphic to S. Let ^ £ F g U^ H, with F and ?7 normal in H, and
[7/ F s S. Define C by the equation: C/V= CHlv( U/ V). Then C < J5Γ,
and C (Ί Z7 = F. Replacing 17 and F by UC and C respectively, and
continuing this process, if necessary, we may assume C = F The
factor group if/F is isomorphic to a group X, which satisfies: S <I
X ^ Aut (S). Since Aut (PSL (2, pw)) - PΓL (2, p*), Lemma 4.3 forces
S = A7. Now, Aut (A7) ^ S7, the symmetric group on 7 letters, so
that H/Z has a factor group which is either A7 or S7. Both of these
groups contain a cyclic Sylow 5-subgroup of order 5, but neither
group contains a subgroup of index 5. This contradiction to Theorem
2.5 completes the proof of the lemma.

We are now ready to give an application of the above. In [12],
G is shown to be solvable if G is of type f.r., and pB)f\G\ for any
prime p dividing \G\.

THEOREM 4.5. Let G be a group of type f.r. Assume that G
has an abelian Sylow p-subgroup for every prime p satisfying 2>6||G|.
Then G is solvable.

Proof. Let (H, Z, χ) be a fully ramified triple with G ~ H/Z.
We proceed by induction on \H/Z\9 the assertion being trivial if H =
Z. Suppose that H/Z is not perfect. Then OP(H)Z < H for some
prime p. The hypothesis of the theorem, together with the previous
lemma, imply that a Sylow p-subgroup of H/Z is reductive of type f.r.
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Therefore, H/OP(H)Z and OP(H)Z/Z are of type f.r., and we are
done by induction.

Suppose then H/Z is perfect, and let K/Z be a maximal normal
subgroup. Then H/K is a non-abelian simple group, and hence has
even order by [4]. Also, a Sylow 2-subgroup S of H/K has order
^ 4, as otherwise H/K would have a normal 2-complement.

Suppose S has order 4. Then H/K ~ PSL (2, q)9 where q is an
odd prime power. But these simple groups are eliminated as possible
homomorphic images of H/Z by Lemma 4.3. If \S\ = 8, then apply
Lemma 2.3 for the prime 2. Here d2s = 8, and so s — 2 or 8. By
the (c) part of that lemma, H/K has a subgroup of index s, which
implies s = 8. However, this possibility is ruled out by Lemma 4.1.
Thus, |S | ̂ 1 6 .

If S is non-abelian, then the hypotheses of the theorem imply
that I S> I = 16, and S is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. By
Lemma 2.2, S is of type f.r. However, the only non-abelian groups
of order 16 that occur as Sylow 2-subgroups of simple groups are
dihedral and semi-dihedral. These types have cyclic self-centralizing
subgroups, and by Corollary 3.2, S can have no such subgroup.
Therefore, S must be abelian and \S\ ^ 16. By Walter's Theorem
[14], H/K ~ PSL (2, I S\). This contradicts Lemma 4.3, and establishes
the theorem.

It is possible to show that no known simple group can be a factor
group of a group of type f.r. This strongly suggests that a group
of type f.r. cannot be perfect. It would be desirable to have a proof
of this fact, since it would represent a major step in proving that
groups of type f.r. are solvable.

I wish to express my appreciation to Professor I. M. Isaacs for
his invaluable advice during the preparation of this paper. In par-
ticular, he pointed out the short proof of Lemma 4.3. I originally
had a much longer character theoretic proof that did not use the
number theoretic result of Lemma 4.2. Finally, I would like to thank
the referee for carefully reading the first draft, and for making a
number of good suggestions for this revised version.
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